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ABSTRACT

The domain of transition studies has been drawing more and more scholarly attention and, as a result, its body of knowledge is rapidly growing. This raises new challenges as well as opportunities, not the least regarding the methodological and philosophical underpinnings of research in this domain. In this respect, transition research, as a relatively young field of inquiry, has been little concerned with methodological investigation and reflection. We propose a framework that enables this reflection: the so-called ‘transition research onion’. Subsequently, we utilize this framework to systematically assess 217 peer-reviewed papers in the field of transition studies, to distill key methodological patterns and trends of the field. The findings suggest that the methodology of transition studies, in terms of depth and diversity, is underdeveloped. These insights serve to guide future research on transition processes.

1. Introduction

Systemic innovations directed toward more sustainable socio-technical systems are increasingly understood in terms of ‘transitions’ (Smith et al., 2010). A transition involves far-reaching structural changes in socio-technical systems that enable particular desirable societal functions (e.g., mobility, energy, healthcare). In this respect, transitions are multi-dimensional processes that often include technological, material, organizational, institutional, political, economic, and socio-cultural changes. As such, transitions typically involve a broad range of actors (e.g., individuals, firms and organizations, and collective actors), institutions (e.g., societal and technical norms, regulations, standards of good practice), and technological elements (e.g., material artifacts and knowledge).

The domain of transition studies has experienced a rapid growth over recent years. Much work in this area has focused on studying the characteristics of historical transitions and applying the obtained insights to the development of governance frameworks to guide ongoing (e.g., energy, food and health) transition processes. Only recently has the field started to broaden, as new scholars from different disciplinary backgrounds became (more) engaged. Examples of disciplines engaging with transition studies are sociology (Geels, 2005; van Lente and Rip, 1998), psychology (Axsen and Kurani, 2014; Sorrell, 2015), economics (Rogge and Hoffmann, 2010; Trutnevyte et al., 2015), political science (Kern, 2012; Meadowcroft, 2011; Scrase and Smith, 2009), management (Walrave and Raven, 2016; Walrave et al., 2018), engineering (Davis et al., 2013), geography (Coenen et al., 2012) and philosophy (Paredis, 2011). This broadening of the field also implies the introduction of diverging methodological and philosophical underpinnings.1

As an increasing number of researchers with different backgrounds have become interested in transition challenges, we believe the time is right to reflect on how to study transition problems. Indeed, “reflections on methodologies for transitions research” is one of the key themes for future research identified in a recent, collaboratively developed research agenda for the field (Köhler et al., 2019: 4). Despite a few pioneering exceptions (e.g., Garud and Gehman, 2012; Geels, 2009, 2010; Genus and Coles, 2008; Loorbach et al., 2011; Pel, 2014; Turnheim et al., 2015), transition scholars have been little concerned with methodological reflection (Markard et al., 2012)—while being influenced by many different research traditions. In this study, we take stock of the kinds of research methods that have been used so far, in order to provide directions on how to move forward.

Such an effort requires an evidence-based approach, in order to map and understand the various methodological designs already used in transition research (cf. Tranfield et al., 2003). Here, we draw on the so-called ‘transition research onion’ to review 217 transition studies. The results shed light on various aspects of transition problems and the
corresponding research designs that have been used so far—but also signal that the methodology of transition studies is underdeveloped. 

Subsequently, these insights allow us to identify various research opportunities for transition studies.

The next section contains a brief overview of the prevailing methodological debates in transition research. Section 3 explains our research approach, involving a systematic literature review informed by the transition research onion. Subsequently, section 4 presents the results of the review. Section 5 provides a discussion of these results, including opportunities for future work on transitions.

2. Transition research and methodological challenges

Transition research is an interdisciplinary field, firmly rooted in the tradition of system thinking (Grin et al., 2010; Rodrigo et al., 2015). There is no agreed list of fields that constitute transition studies, similar to what Fagerberg et al. (2012) observed for the field of innovation. There is no agreed list of fields that constitute transition studies, similar to what Fagerberg et al. (2012) observed for the field of innovation.

But, transition researchers have been drawing on insights from many different areas: complex adaptive systems theory (e.g., Holland, 1995; Kauffman, 1995; Prigogine and Stengers, 1984), post-normal science (e.g., Ravetz, 1999), governance (e.g., Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999), evolutionary economics (e.g., Dosi, 1982; Nelson and Winter, 1982), innovation studies (e.g., Smits and Kuhlmann, 2004), science and technology studies (e.g., Bijker and Law, 1992), history (e.g., Hughes, 1983), and institutional theory (e.g., Scott, 1995).

As a result, transition researchers have contributed to theoretical progress at the cross-roads of many different fields, in particular with regard to questions related to sustainable development (e.g., Markard et al., 2012; Martens and Rotmans, 2005; Smith et al., 2005). However, there has been little reflection on the methodological challenges that arise when one builds upon different fields and perspectives with distinct methodological traditions. The study by Genus and Coles (2008) is one of few notable exceptions, as it reviews the challenges of the multi-level perspective (MLP) in understanding transition processes. Genus and Coles (2008) call for research that includes the role of agency and political dimensions, moving beyond the MLP as a high-level heuristic tool. Furthermore, they are also concerned about the quality of data and data analysis in transition studies (e.g., the observer-expectancy bias and boundaries of analysis). Similar criticisms and suggestions have been voiced by others (e.g., Hurlbert, 2011; Markard and Truffer, 2008; Smith et al., 2010; Vasilieiadou and Safarzyska, 2010).

In response to such criticisms, Geels (2011) reviews specific challenges arising from the MLP and provides important epistemological and methodological arguments about transition studies. In this respect, regarding the heuristic nature of the MLP framework, he argues that the MLP framework serves as a middle range theory, rather than a truth machine in which researchers insert data to get an automatic answer to a question. Geels also argues that research on complex phenomena, such as transitions, cannot be reduced to models with detailed methodological procedures, such as the statistically verifiable models commonly used in management and marketing studies. He also claims that research on the MLP will always (need to) involve the creative interpretation of researchers (cf. observer-expectancy bias), and therefore largely draw on qualitative research methods (Geels, 2011).

In addition, MLP’s hierarchical levels often give rise to ambiguity in definitions, boundaries and (conceptions of) relationships among niche, regime and landscape. In this respect, Shove and Walker (2010) recommend that social practice theory is used to conceptualize transition problems. In this view, the unit of analysis changes to practices, rather than societal functions delivered through socio-technical systems. Accordingly, stability and change are conceptualized in terms of how actors actively combine the elements of practice within and between ‘regimes’. The main questions of transition research thus become re-formulated as “how variously sustainable practices come into existence, how they disappear and how interventions of various forms [of practice] may be implicated in these dynamics” (Shove and Walker, 2010: 471). In contrast to the hierarchical perspective assumed by MLP, which requires some sort of definition of the boundaries and mechanisms of level relationships, a practice-based view implies a horizontal view of transitions.

In this vein, Jørgensen (2012) tried to moderate the limitations of MLP by addressing the role of agency. Inspired by actor-network and sense-making theories, Jørgensen (2012) introduced a flat and process oriented approach, called arenas of developments (AoD), to explore situated actors’ possibilities of engaging in transitional processes. An AoD consists of actor constellations and the actors’ collective sense-making activities in interpreting context and performing interventions. Accordingly, change dynamics arise from tensions between actor-worlds resulting in changing alignments and boundaries, rather than MLP’s focus on discrepancies between regimes, niches, and landscapes.

Furthermore, some scholars are seeking new ways to study socio-technical change and explore deeper methodological issues in transition studies. In this respect, Geels (2010) discusses seven social science ontologies, their assumptions regarding agency and causal mechanisms, and their views on socio-technical transitions and environmental sustainability. This serves to identify an ontological foundation for MLP (Geels, 2010). Similarly, Loorbach et al. (2011) provide general reflections and guidelines on the methodological requirements of the transition field. They demonstrate that research designs in this field should have an integrative nature, be normative in their ambitions, have a desire to contribute to societal change, and be planned through the active involvement of scientists, policy makers, and various stakeholders—both in the development of new knowledge and in its application.

Wittmayer and Schäpke (2014) focus on action research and process-oriented approaches, and more specifically transition management, to study sustainability transition problems. In this respect, they identified ideal-type roles and activities that help researchers create and maintain space for societal learning. These roles are as follows: change agent, knowledge broker, reflective scientist, self-reflective scientist and process facilitator. Finally, they acknowledged the importance of different research designs and related competences and skills of transition researcher to carry out each role.

In another effort to extend the methodological choices for transition researchers, Holtz et al. (2015) provide an overview of specific opportunities, benefits and challenges of various modeling approaches. Specifically, they call for more precise versions of the various transition frameworks to be conducive to modeling exercises (see also de Haan and Rotmans, 2011; Haxeltine et al., 2008; Walgrave and Raven, 2016). McDowall and Geels (2017) also assess the challenges of modeling, and proposed pluralist ‘bridging strategies’ and a dialogue between analytic approaches to exploit the full analytic and practical potential of
modeling. They demonstrate that mutual learning and cooperation of both modelers and non-modelers within the transition field can facilitate such synergy. In a similar vein, recent studies integrated the different approaches of transition studies (e.g., Geels et al., 2016; Pel, 2014; Trutnevyte et al., 2014; Turnheim et al., 2015) to reveal the underlying assumptions, strengths and weaknesses of existing analytical tools, which in turn could help to develop crossovers and bridges between the different approaches and thereby generate a deeper understanding of transition processes and outcomes.

Despite these initial efforts, the methodological debate has remained rather ad-hoc, unstructured, and largely conceptual and abstract in nature. Therefore, there is a need for a structured procedure that systematically assesses the state of the field. In the remainder of this paper, we conduct a systematic review of transition research methods to shed light on the past, present and future of research methodology in this field.

3. Method: systematic review

To systematically appraise the contribution of a given body of literature, an analytical approach is needed (Ginsberg and Venkatraman, 1985). To this end, we adopt a systematic review approach to identify, analyze and consolidate relevant sources of data regarding the methodological choices in transition studies. A systematic review involves a comprehensive, explicit, replicable and synthesized review of all relevant literature regarding a particular question of interest (Tranfield et al., 2003). Generally, systematic reviews involve three main stages: (1) the planning stage that often starts with a research question, which in turn informs the searching and screening steps in the selection of articles; (2) the conducting stage, typically involving data extraction and coding that are usually accompanied by data synthesis, analysis and interpretation; and (3) the stage of reporting what was not found with respect to the research question (Tranfield et al., 2003; Briner and Denyer, 2012).

In the planning stage, the goal of our review was to answer: ‘What are the methodological practices (dimensions) that are explicitly mentioned in transition studies?’ Building on the work by Markard et al. (2012), who also conducted a systematic literature review in this field of studies, we applied the same search string in Scopus, to gather relevant literature. In addition, we also identified all papers, published before 2016, that refer to one or more of the 20 core papers (in field of sustainability transitions) listed by Markard et al. (2012). Notably, in order to extract only the most relevant articles and keep the size of the review workable, we focused on the five most influential journals in the field—based on relative number of publications and citations on transitions studies. These journals are Energy Policy, Research Policy, Technological Forecasting and Social Change (TFSC), Technology Analysis and Strategic Management (TASM) and Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions (EIST). Markard et al. (2012) demonstrated that the first four journals are the main transitions-focused journals. We added EIST because this journal has been established specifically for the sustainability transitions research community.

By applying this search strategy, we distilled 350 potentially relevant papers. Since our goal is to review methodological practices in transition studies, we only included papers that address one (or more) empirical transition problem(s). As such, we excluded 133 conceptual papers (e.g., opinion-driven or purely theoretical papers’). Table 1 lists the final number of reviewed papers for each journal. The final database of papers, subject to further analysis, included 217 papers.

To review how transition problems are investigated, we need to systematically examine the methods applied. In this regard, we also need to determine the various issues that influence method selection in the field, such as paradigms, theoretical frameworks, and so forth. In management research, the ‘research onion’ framework has been successfully used to depict the different methodological dimensions, in terms of the choice of data collection and data analysis techniques (Saunders et al., 2015). Accordingly, we adapt and customize this framework to explain and evaluate the methodologies employed in transition studies. The framework outlined in Fig. 1 involves different layers (with sub-layers or options). From the core to the outer layer, these are: (1) research question, (2) paradigms, (3) theoretical frameworks, (4) research methods, (5) data collection methods and data sources, and (6) time horizons. In the following paragraphs, each layer is further detailed. Whenever necessary, operational definitions are provided to assure the consistency and replicability of the review (Babie, 2010).

(1) Research question. A research question typically guides a study (Bryman, 1992; Patton, 1990). Methodological fit is often assessed in terms of the research question, which in turn is likely to be influenced by the goal of the research, the background, skills and expertise of the researcher, interests of the stakeholders, and available time, data and other resources (Brannen, 2005; Flood, 1995; Marsland et al., 2000). To transform various research questions to a standardized form, for the purpose of this review, a qualitative coding procedure is used, following Saldana (2015). Here, the first author of this study read each paper to identify and extract information about the research question(s) mentioned. In line with the inductive nature of the review approach, we avoided the use of any predetermined categories (Saldana, 2015) to code the research questions. The categories were thus allowed to emerge, through comparing and finding common features among research questions. This coding process was iterative in nature, to assure reasonable relations between categories and data to emerge. For example, when a new potential category was identified, the researcher would return to the papers already read to explore if there was any related evidence. This coding process of category determination through continual and iterative comparison proceeded until no new categories emerged and, as such, saturation in coding was achieved.

(2) Paradigm. A paradigm refers to the set of key beliefs and assumptions that affect (or guide) method selection. Within transition studies, four paradigms are identified, which serve as ‘options’: the positivist, critical realist, interpretivist, and pragmatist paradigm. The main components of each paradigm are the researchers’ assumptions about the nature and relation of the relevant realities on transitions (i.e., ontological assumptions), the nature and limitations of knowledge about transitions (i.e., epistemological assumptions), and the role of values and ethics within the transition research processes (i.e., axiological assumptions) (Burrell and Morgan, 1979; Crotty, 1998; Geels, 2010; Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010). Notably, each paradigm implies distinctive assumptions for studying transition problems that may, in turn, require different methods. The four paradigms are generally acknowledged ‘ideal types’ in the social sciences (Weber, 1978). In coding the paradigm(s) used in each paper, we placed it in one or more paradigms, thus also allowing for positioning it between paradigms.

Empirical researchers often do not explicitly define and discuss their paradigmatic orientations (Alise and Teddlie, 2010). In case of such a paper, the paradigmatic designation resulted from our interpretation of the ontology, epistemology, and axiology actually used in the study, as well as information provided on the theoretical frameworks and research methods used.

(3) Theoretical framework. Theoretical frameworks shed new light on specific transition problems, and thus act as a lens that can make researchers consider only specific concepts and/or theories (Sovacool and Hess, 2017). However, there is no agreement on the definition of ‘theory’ and the boundaries between theory and non-theory (e.g., Mintzberg, 2005). Following Sovacool and Hess (2017), we
consider theoretical frameworks to be any theoretical construct, conceptual framework, analytical tool, heuristic device, analytical framework, concept, or model that guides transition research. Accordingly, theoretical frameworks in transition studies are grounded in the theories and concepts of the relevant disciplinary contexts and areas. For

Table 1
Number of articles included in the systematic review (per journal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Number of papers after applying the primary inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Subset of papers that address at least one empirical transition problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Policy</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Forecasting and Social Change</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Innovation and Societal Transition</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Analysis and Strategic Management</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Policy</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Transition research onion.
Note: the options identified for each layer were first pre-specified based on some initial literature, and then complemented and extended by additional literature (reported in this section). This approach helped to ensure that each option is accurately labeled and unambiguous in its meaning.

(footnote continued)
Most recently, Sovacool and Hess (2017) presented the results of 35 semi-structured interviews with experts to identify theories and conceptual frameworks of socio-technical change. The authors identified 96 conceptual frameworks, spanning 22 identified disciplines, which can be used for transition studies. Here, we only mention some of the theories that have been used more substantially in the transitions literature: Evolutionary economics (Nelson and Winter, 1982; van den Bergh and Gowdy, 2000) (self-organization and complexity theory [e.g., Rotmans and Loorbach, 2009], path dependence and lock-in [Arthur et al., 1987; Cowan, 1990; David, 1985]), and longwave theories (footnote continued)
this layer, we provide statistics on four theoretical frameworks identified in the set of papers reviewed: the multi-level perspective (MLP), strategic niche management (SNM), transition management (TM), and technological innovation systems (TIS). Furthermore, in our review we also identified two additional sets of theoretical frameworks: (1) ‘borrowed frameworks’ that were originally developed in other disciplines and then used to study transition problems and (2) ‘new frameworks’ that are designed by the authors by combining concepts and theories from disciplinary perspectives such as sociology, industrial and evolutionary) economics, political science, and cultural studies.

(4) Research method. Research methods are organized and systematic ways of inquiry to address specific research questions. When conducting empirical research, transition researchers have three general options regarding the research method (Guba and Lincoln, 1989; Niglas, 2010; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009; van de Ven, 2007). First, they can draw on qualitative research methods that involve narrative data sources and data analysis techniques such as ethnography, action research, grounded theory development, and narrative inquiry. These methods typically adopt idealist (relativist), subjectivist, deductive, value-bound inquiry and provide an ideographic understandings of the concerned problems. Second, one can use quantitative research methods that involve numeric data sources and analytical approaches such as mathematical and statistical methods. These methods derive realist, objectivist, inductive, value-free and nomothetic approaches to study the phenomena of interest. Third, transition researchers can draw on mixed research methods in which different research strategies and methodological aspects are combined (e.g., using both qualitative and quantitative viewpoints and/or inference techniques) for the purpose of breadth and depth of understanding and corroboration (Johnson et al., 2007). We labeled a research method as mixed if both qualitative and quantitative methods were used for data analysis.

(5) Data collection method and source. Any data collection method involves the act of gathering data from a particular source. Our review implies that transition researchers collect data from the following sources (see Fig. 1): document, interview, survey, observation, and workshop. In codifying the data sources and collection methods in the papers reviewed, we coded very specific sources and methods in one of the aforementioned categories. For example, we considered a ‘narrative walk’ and ‘informal discussion’ to be a kind of interview.

(6) Time horizon. It is critical to understand how time and timing affects transition processes (e.g., Ancona et al., 2001; George and Jones, 2000; Poole et al., 2000). As such, a time horizon is a key attribute of research that significantly limits the choices made at other levels of the research onion. Generally, there are two fundamental types of research, which consider the role of time in an opposing manner (van de Ven, 2007): (1) cross-sectional studies that are designed to look at a variable at a particular point in time and (2) longitudinal studies that are directed to study a particular phenomenon (or phenomena) over an (extended) period of time.

In the second phase of the review process, one of the authors of this study conducted the work on inclusion/exclusion and the data extraction from the papers reviewed, to ensure coding consistency (based on the options and their definitions depicted previously), while another author double coded 10% of all papers reviewed (22 articles). This subset of papers included those papers which were found problematic by the first coder. The inter-rater reliability was 96%, indicating a high level of reliability. In those cases where there was disagreement between the coders (5 out of 132 cases), the article was reassessed until consensus was reached. All information was collected in a tabular format (in Microsoft Excel).

Whilst this paper provides some interesting lessons, there are a number of limitations arising from such research setup. While comprehensive in nature, our review is still bounded by inclusion/exclusion criteria, which may indeed have affected the results of our study. The main limitation is, however, linked to the limited number of articles we reviewed; the reviewed evidence thus excludes articles published in other journals as well as monographs and edited books. Nevertheless, the selected papers appear to sufficiently represent the current body of knowledge on transition studies. Because we achieved the saturation point in coding all papers, the inclusion of more studies in the review is not likely to significantly change our main findings. Nonetheless, the layers and the options of the onion are open to change, as scholars and practitioners are continually exploring new directions and perspectives to study transition problems.

4. Main findings

4.1. Research questions

Transition problems can be categorized in terms of societal functions (e.g., energy, transportation and food) or with regards to various themes in the transition process (e.g., governance, power and politics, civil society, culture and social movements). However, for the purpose of our review, a classification of research questions based on their methodological requirements is more relevant. Accordingly, four main categories of transition research questions were identified:

Questions that relate to explaining a whole, or part of, a transition. Examples are questions about how transitions come about, the emergence and progress of an innovation in a market, and factors that stimulate or hinder the development and diffusion of a particular technology. For instance, “how do the various subsystems of regional innovation systems [science, politics, public administration, industry, finance, intermediaries and civil society] trigger, push or hinder regional change, and how do these subsystems interact with each other in local energy transition processes?” (Mattes et al., 2015: 256), how the slow diffusion of biomass digestion technology in the Netherlands can be explained (Negro et al., 2007), and “exploring the historical evolution of the electricity regime in the province of Ontario from 1885 to 2013” (Rosenbloom and Meadowcroft, 2014: 670).

Questions about particular transition policies and transition pathways, including exploring future transition trajectories (as well as transition patterns and mechanisms), scenario development and assessment of historical policies or analysis of future policy options. Examples are studies assessing the cost effectiveness of potential future pathways and the..
the influence of government policy on growth and diffusion of sustainability-oriented innovations. Some of the research questions in the reviewed articles are: appraising the investment and total system costs of the UK transition to a low-carbon electricity system under different governance pathways from 2010 to 2050 (Trutnevýte et al., 2015), or exploring how “the nature and scope of transition pathways vary with differing economic development realities and priorities” in Brazil, Malawi and Sweden (Johnson and Silveira, 2014: 2), and “how do different lock-in mechanisms of socio-technical regimes influence new transition pathways” (Klitkou et al., 2015: 23).

Questions that address the influence of specific variables or factors underlying transition processes. Examples of questions in this category are “how political conditions and industrial events influenced the rise and fall of offshore wind on the political agenda in Norway between 2005 and 2015” (Normann, 2015: 180), “how does an exogenous shock (i.e., the Fukushima nuclear accident) affects the onset, magnitude, and permanence of changes in key energy-related metrics, such as electricity consumption” in Japan (Wakiyama et al., 2014: 655), and how important non-economic factors are influencing technological change across technology and country contexts (Hultman et al., 2012).

Questions that involve the role and influence of (networks of) actors (e.g., users, customers, citizens, firms, and collective actors) on transition processes. These research questions thus address the role of beliefs, expectations, cognitions, and characteristics of heterogeneous agents in transition process. Accordingly, issues that emerge from network communication through discourses, narratives, power relations and usages of language and meaning are placed in this category. Examples include the analysis of “how and the extent to which an individual academic, Professor Hofbauer, has influenced the formation of a TIS centered on gasified biomass in Austria” (Hellmark and Jacobsson, 2009: 5597), “what are the rationales of actors to support a socio-technical transition and to take part in niche-activities” (Bakker, 2014: 61), “what is the dominant discourse amongst incumbents in the Dutch energy regime regarding the future of the energy system and which developments put pressure on their discourse” (Bosman et al., 2014: 47), and “what is the relation between changing actor expectations and changing actor strategies” (Budde et al., 2012: 1037).

Table 2 shows how the papers reviewed are distributed across the categories. Note that some papers formulate more than one research question. In these cases, each question was separately coded. In other words, any given paper may include one or more question types (see Table 3). The results indicate that the first question type, which relates to general questions about a (part of a) transition currently prevails in transition studies. Table 2 also provides examples of the methods used for each kind of research question. Deductively, the four question types can be linked to holistic analysis, pathway analysis, actor analysis and variance-oriented analysis, respectively. However, our review suggests that such a clear relationship does not exist. That is, methods with the same functions have been applied to address different types of questions.

### 4.2. Paradigms

All paradigms previously identified are found in the papers reviewed. Table 4 provides illustrations. Only a few papers, however, make their paradigmatic stance explicit and, as such, we do not report numbers in Table 4. Table 4 describes the philosophical assumptions underlying the main paradigms in transition research and provides examples of papers drawing on each philosophy. While many authors do not explicitly define their paradigmatic stance, traces of this stance (e.g., in theoretical frameworks and research methods used) allowed us to effectively distill the paradigms used in most articles. For instance, the study by Choi and Anadón (2014: 80) “provides a quantitative analysis of the interactions between different types of solar photovoltaic (PV) networks at the niche level, the complementary semiconductor sector at the complementary regime level, and the solar PV policies”. Although these authors do not explicitly mention their paradigmatic stance, they assessed the relationship (by means of three equations) between different independent variables on a dependent variable (i.e., technology diffusion, production, and knowledge generation in the solar PV sector). As such, we categorized this paper as an example of positivist transition research (see Table 4, Positivist transition research).

Another example is Bosman et al. (2014), who used argumentative discourse analysis to scrutinize discursive regime dynamics in the Dutch energy transition. Accordingly, they hypothesized about “the discursive changes and how this affects positioning, coalitions and regime structures through time” (Bosman et al., 2014: 56). They also accepted a certain degree of subjectivity in the results, because of the qualitative and explorative nature of their research. We designated this study as a critical realist transition research, as it aims to shed light on the underlying dynamics, within a particular regime, that might be a precondition for a transition to occur (see Table 4, Critical realist transition research).

Bakker (2014) used interpretative analysis to explore the interests and expectations of the niche actors (involved in electric vehicle recharging) for explaining their rationales in supporting the e-mobility transition. Here, the author explicitly mentions he is conducting interpretative research (compared to, for example, a more structured approach such as codifying the interview data). Therefore, we considered this paper as an interpretivist transition research paper (See Table 4, Interpretivist transition research).

Finally, Martin and Rice (2015) analyze the velocity of Australia’s renewable energy project approvals through shifts in policy. They explicitly use a pragmatic approach, following Sperling et al. (2010) who “commend the merits of using combative governance, planning and community engagement as the cornerstone of renewable energy projects approval” (Martin and Rice, 2015: 130). This pragmatism is also

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research question or transition problem</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Examples of methods used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions that relate to explaining a whole, or part of, a transition. (‘Whole’ questions.)</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>Case study, multi-facet analysis, PEST analysis, historical event analysis, qualitative analysis, thematic analysis, grounded theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions about particular transition policies and transition pathways. (‘Pathway’ questions.)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>Sustainability foresight method, Quantitative modeling and assessment, and dynamic decision trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions that involve the role and influence of (networks of) actors. (‘Actor’ questions.)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>Survey based studies, Q methodology, meta inquiry and discourse analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions that address the influence of specific variables or factors underlying transition processes (‘Variable’ questions.)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>Econometric models, multivariate analysis, autoregressive moving average model, qualitative comparative analysis and process tracing (coding).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

| Number of studies that address one or more research question types. |
|-----------------------|--------|------------|--------------------------|
| Question types        | Whole  | Pathway    | Actor       | Variable     |
| Whole                 | 83     | (38%)      | 44          | (20%)       |
| Pathway               | 11     | (5%)       | 8           | (4%)        |
| Actor                 | 10     | (5%)       | 8           | (4%)        |
| Variable              | 7      | (3%)       | 4           | (2%)        |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philosophy</th>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Epistemology</th>
<th>Axiology</th>
<th>Typical methods</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positivist transition research</td>
<td>There is a real and external transition process independent of the researcher. Also, only one true transition reality exists (universals). Transitions are made up of solid, granular 'things' in an ordered form.</td>
<td>The scientific method can provide the knowledge about transition. Transitions are composed of observable and measurable facts, and law-like generalizations on transition can thus be discovered. As such, numbers play a pivotal role in developing knowledge. Causal explanation is critical to making predictions.</td>
<td>Transition studies are value-free. The researcher is detached, neutral and independent of what is being researched, and thus maintains an objective stance.</td>
<td>Typically, deductive, highly structured, large samples, measurement, typically quantitative methods of analysis, but a range of data can be analyzed.</td>
<td>Schmidt et al., 2012; Boon and Dieperink, 2014; Choi and Anadón, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical realist transition research</td>
<td>A transition is stratified and composed of three layers: the empirical layer (i.e. events that are actually observed or experienced), the actual layer (i.e. events and non-events generated by the real layer; which can or cannot be observed) and the real layer (i.e. causal structures and mechanisms with enduring properties). Also, the reality of transition is external and independent of the researcher. There are objective and intrinsic (relatively unchanging) structures and causal mechanisms in any transition process.</td>
<td>Transition research acknowledges bias by worldviews, cultural experience and upbringing. Transition researcher tries to minimize these biases and errors. Transition researcher is as objective as possible.</td>
<td>Retirement (Sayer, 1992), that is, in-depth historically situated analysis of pre-existing structures and emerging agency. Range of methods and data types to fit subject matter.</td>
<td>Boxman et al., 2014; Jhagroe and Loorbach, 2015; Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-pretivist transition research</td>
<td>The nature of transition is complex and rich. However, transition is socially constructed through culture and language. With its focus on complexity, richness, multiple interpretations and meaning-making, interpretivist transition research is explicitly subjectivist. Transition involves a flux of processes, experiences and practices.</td>
<td>Theories and concepts of transition are too simplistic to capture the full richness of the world. Transition knowledge can be obtained by focusing on narratives, stories, perceptions and interpretations of actors involved. New understandings and worldviews are the contribution of transition research.</td>
<td>Transition research is value-bound. Researchers are part of what is researched and subjective interpretations of transition researcher is key to contribution of the research. Transition researcher is reflective about own thinking and writing.</td>
<td>Typically inductive. Small samples, in-depth investigations, qualitative methods of analysis, but a range of data can be interpreted.</td>
<td>Bakker, 2014; Díaz et al., 2013; Sarasini, 2013; Doménech et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatist transition research</td>
<td>The nature of transition research is complex, rich and external to transition researcher. A transition is the practical consequence of ideas, and knowledge is valued for enabling actions to be carried out successfully. Transition involves a flux of processes, experiences and practices.</td>
<td>Practical meaning of knowledge in specific contexts is emphasized. ‘True’ transition theories and knowledge are those that enable successful action. Focus on problems, practices and relevance of transition. The contribution of transition research is problem solving and informed future practice.</td>
<td>Transition research is value-driven, and is initiated and sustained by the researcher’s doubts and beliefs. The researcher is reflexive about own thinking and writing.</td>
<td>Following research problem and research question. Range of methods: mixed, multiple, qualitative, quantitative, action research. Emphasis on practical solutions and outcomes</td>
<td>Martin and Rice, 2015; Boon and Brown, 2014; Kiss and Neij, 2011; Yuan et al, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reflected in the research design of the paper, involving business process analysis coupled with qualitative analysis (see Table 4, Pragmatist transition research).

### 4.3. Theoretical frameworks

Our review demonstrates that most researchers in transition studies (around 90 percent of the papers reviewed) use a theoretical framework. Table 5 provides an overview. This also implies that 21 papers in our sample do not report any particular framework for data collection/analysis. As can be seen in Table 5, around 29 percent of the reviewed papers adopted one specific transition framework (i.e., MLP, SNM, TIS, or TM) individually or in combination with other theories and concepts. Among the specific transition frameworks, MLP has been adopted most frequently.

Table 5 also shows that 62 percent of the papers in our sample use a framework other than those designed specifically for transition studies (i.e., MLP, TIS, SNM and TM). Notably, 55 papers (25%) use a ‘borrowed framework’ while 80 papers (37%) designed a completely new framework. With respect to the latter, Wesseling et al. (2015), for instance, designed a conceptual framework that combines corporate innovation and political influence strategies. Also, Elzen et al. (2011) drew on innovation studies and the multi-level perspective with insights from social movement theory and political science. Furthermore, Naas et al. (2014) developed a framework derived from ‘practice theory’ in sociology, and ‘informational governance’ in particular, for analyzing the role of information flows in smart grids. Examples of the former include the societal needs framework in social psychology used by de Haan et al. (2014), the application of the political sociology of science and technology based on Moore et al. (2011) by Hess and Mai (2014) and the use of actor network theory and the notions of ‘framing over-flowing’ developed by the French sociologist Callon (1998) in Jolivet and Heizkären (2010).

### 4.4. Research methods

We also assessed all 217 papers in terms of the research method layer in the onion framework. For most papers, this was a straightforward exercise but 21 papers did not explicitly describe the method(s) adopted. These studies were initially labelled as ‘no method mentioned’. Subsequently, 10 out of these 21 papers were coded by screening the entire text for words such as review, analysis, description, discussion and explanation; the paragraphs in which these words were used then often served as good indications of the methods adopted. The remaining 11 papers appeared to apply or test an existing theoretical framework in an exemplary transition problem and, as such, no method was explicitly mentioned. Based on what the authors in each of these studies actually did, it was possible to classify them under one of the three main research methods. As a result, 20 papers in this set were categorized as using a qualitative research method and one paper as using a mixed research.

Table 6 shows the results for the entire set of papers. As such, qualitative methods are used most frequently in transition research (82%). Fig. 3 denotes that this has always been the case. That is, we see a relative decrease in the number of quantitative and mixed method studies. As such, while the relative amount of such types of studies has always been rather low, they are becoming even more exceptional. Only 19 papers (9%) adopts a quantitative research method such as econometric methods and statistical analysis. We also identified 19 papers that adopted a mixed method approach (9%). According to Table 6, all three types of research methods can be found in a substantial amount of work published by TFSC and Energy Policy. With a few exceptions, Research Policy, EIST and TASM primarily published qualitative papers.

Our review also demonstrates that transition researchers most frequently adopt a case study method (in 116 articles, 53% of the papers reviewed). This includes single cases as well as multiple and comparative case studies, and theory-guided as well as explorative case studies. Moreover, various quantitative and qualitative techniques have been adopted by transition scholars drawing on case studies: for example, (double) coding, content analysis, discourse analysis, thematic analysis, ethnography and patent analysis.

### 4.5. Data collection and data sources

Table 7 demonstrates that published and unpublished documents are used in 82% of the papers reviewed. The primary and secondary data sources of these documents include, among others, legal documents, annual reports, press releases (e.g., in newspapers and magazines), position papers, policy documents, parliamentary hearings, research reports, minutes and slides from meetings, informative internet websites, blogs, company websites, governmental websites; and academic sources such as books, journals and conference proceedings. More than half of all the studies used interviews as a data collection method. Different interview techniques are utilized, such as formal and informal interviews, and structured and semi-structured interview protocols. Surveys, observations and workshops are utilized in less than 15% of the papers reviewed. Furthermore, 121 studies (about 56%) used more than one data source and data collection method.

### 4.6. Time horizon

Table 8 demonstrates the distribution of research designs in terms of the time horizon. This table shows that 88% of the papers reviewed has a longitudinal research design, while only 12% of the papers use a cross-sectional research design with a relatively short time horizon. Fig. 4 suggests that transition scholars have long been preferring
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16 For example, while Raven (2007) follows the MLP framework, Díaz et al. (2013) used MLP in combination with actor network theory.

17 Note that a combination of two qualitative methods, or two quantitative methods, is not considered a mixed method.
longitudinal research designs. That is, longitudinal studies, relatively, are becoming increasingly dominant over time. Notably, 18 papers (8%) did not explicitly mention their time horizon. The time horizon of these papers was coded based on indirect evidence, such as the time dimension (implicit in) the research question. Also, around 80% of the papers included data for a period beyond ten years in the past or the future, naturally aligning with the long-term nature of transition processes. While only 28 articles (13%) considered a period less than 10 years, 88 articles (41%) specified a time horizon between 10–30 years, and 83 studies (38%) focus on a period of more than 30 years to answer their research question.

5. Discussion

Many research domains have become methodologically more diverse, and as a result, scholars in these domains have engaged in methodological reflection to progress these domains (e.g., Hanson and
Although important, it is important to position this type of work in actors) and dimensions in transitions and the MLP (Köhler et al., 2017). The field of transition research has also been experiencing a substantial growth in methodological diversity. This is a positive trend, as researchers from different fields bring along different methodological traditions, but it also reinforces the need for reflection on method selection. The onion framework proposed in this paper serves to integrate the contributions that can be achieved by means of different methods (e.g., what types of studies can solve what types of transition-related research questions), and may also create higher levels of synergy between different types of studies in the transition field.

Although this framework does not provide any detailed guidelines, it can be used as a heuristic to assess and advance the methodological depth and diversity of the field. Methodological depth here involves the coherence between the different elements of the transition research onion, that is, research questions, philosophical assumptions, theoretical frameworks, etcetera. In this respect, transition researchers can also turn to Table 4—and in particular the ‘Typical methods’ column—for guidance on achieving coherence in their research design. Specifically, this table offers information on the relationship between paradigmatic stance and method used. The notion of methodological diversity reflects the variety within each level of the research onion, as an important source of creativity and future growth of the field. As such, the focus here is on the question of how transition problems should be studied. This implies that we seek to contribute to transition research by (a) observing and discussing the limitations of the methodological boundaries currently prevailing in transitions research; and (b) developing a research agenda that spurs knowledge development in this field. In the remainder of this section, we explore these two contributions.

5.1. Transition research: limitations, reflections, and challenges

First, questions (should) drive research and, as such, greatly determine all other layers of the research onion. We found that 51% of the transition problems observed include a ‘whole question’, and as such adopt a bird’s-eye view on matters (see Tables 2 and 3). This is in line with the STRN research agenda: “Some scholars are ‘zooming-out’ to develop an even more encompassing understanding of transitions. This includes interactions between multiple systems such as electricity-transport, agriculture-transport, and heat-electricity” (Köhler et al., 2017: 12). On the other hand, scholars are also zooming-in to study and understand the roles of particular actors (e.g. users, firms, civil society actors) and dimensions in transitions and the MLP (Köhler et al., 2017). Although important, it is important to position this type of work in a larger context, in order to include aspects like co-evolution and multi-actor dynamics (Köhler et al., 2017).

Second, most theoretical frameworks in the papers reviewed fit the category of ‘new and borrowed’ frameworks (62%) rather than specific transition frameworks (i.e. MLP, TIS, TM and SNM) (30%). This is a notable advancement of the field, given Shove and Walker’s (2007: 768) plea for “loosening the intellectual grip of innovation studies, for backing off from the nested, hierarchical multilevel model as the only model in town, and for exploring other social scientific, but also systemic theories of change” (see also Köhler et al., 2017). Our analysis also appears to signal a recent broadening of the field in terms of new dimensions (e.g., geography, politics, strategic and organizational issues) that are increasingly acknowledged as critical, previously overlooked, dimensions shaping transition processes. However, we note that while new and/or borrowed frameworks are increasingly used to study transitions (see Fig. 2), such studies often build upon frameworks and traditions from related disciplines, which may trigger further methodological complexity, and implies a need for continued methodological advancement and reflection.

Third, we observed no clear relationships between the types of questions being addressed and the methods applied. As mentioned earlier, a significant number of the papers reviewed does not explicitly describe the method used. Moreover, many of the other papers we reviewed did not fully articulate their methods and theoretical/analytical frameworks, justify their research design, or mention any limitations of their research. Some studies even fail to explicitly elaborate on the applied method—in relation to other options identified in the research onion—regardless of whether the chosen approach was (not) valid for the research question under investigation. This is highly remarkable because of the close relationship between the type of method and the knowledge that can be obtained by it, and therefore missing methodological information severely constrains the legitimacy of the knowledge claims made in these studies.

Fourth, methodological investigation gives a sense of the kind of knowledge that is warranted or closed off in a particular field, by studying the relative usages or lack of certain methodological options (Bryman, 2011). For one, our analysis demonstrates that more than 80% of the studies draw on qualitative approaches, and more than 50% of all articles are based on case studies. In 30% of all articles reviewed, various types of methods were identified (see section 4.4). Furthermore, as illustrated in section 4.5, around 56% of the papers used more than one data source and data collection method, while surveys (13%), observations (11%) and workshops (6%) are less frequently utilized than interviews and documents. Although these statistics indicate a substantial level of diversity, they do point at a potential asymmetry in theoretical insights arising from several data sources possibly being underused. In other words, it might be the case that most knowledge is developed by drawing on subjective data (following from interviews...
etc.), at the cost of knowledge building by means of collecting and analyzing large scale data and/or observations techniques. Future research needs to assess whether this asymmetry actually occurs and what its implications are.

Fifth, the ratio between quantitative and qualitative studies (see section 4.4) suggests that few studies draw on realist, objectivist, inductive, value-free and nomothetic approaches, and idealist (relativist), subjectivist, deductive, value-bound inquiry and ideographic understandings prevail in transition studies (see section 4.2; see also Niglas, 2010; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009; Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Some have argued that the latter understandings are more compatible with the nature of transitions, because of epistemological and ontological reasons (McDowall and Geels, 2017). Qualitative research and especially narrative theories have been advocated as being more suited to handle the heterogeneous, contingent and multi-level nature of socio-technical transitions (see, e.g., McDowall and Geels, 2017; Anderson et al., 2014). In this respect, within the various research paradigms there are particular preferences for research methods. We argue that, while quantitative approaches may not be compatible with all transition-related research questions, they might be rather valuable for particular transition-related research questions. For example, specific variables or conditions of decision making processes that determine the purchase of sustainable goods and services may be derived more effectively from controlled experiments than from any other research method; another example involves the long-term consequences of a range of policy interventions—which can be derived from simulation modeling in addition to field work.

More importantly, the dominance of particular methodologies and paradigms over others may limit the societal impact of transition research. Public policy makers and company executives also exhibit particular preferences for paradigms and research designs. In fact, their decision-making processes may more often than not align better with research results expressed in quantitative ways (e.g., in tables and statistical correlations) than with contextualized knowledge requiring substantial interpretation, such as insights and narratives developed in qualitative case studies. The challenge here is to find the right balance between doing justice to the real-world complexities of transitions (that some have argued are best addressed by narrative approaches) versus the ability to communicate and align with the realities of decision-making in policy and business (in which results expressed in straightforward quantitative ways are often perceived as more legitimate). By reflecting more explicitly on who the primary client/audience of a particular transition research project is, and adapting the methodology accordingly, this balance is more likely to be found and sustained.

Sixth, given the relative usage of longitudinal versus cross-sectional studies (section 4.6), process research appears to be far more prevalent in transition studies compared to variance research.18 This may be due to the temporal nature of transition processes—which resonates better with longitudinal than cross-sectional data. While this might be true for complete transition processes, transition scholars also need to study sub-elements/systems of these processes by means of variance studies, in order to better understand the complex matter associated with a transition. In other words, detailed studies of the relationships between specific variables might serve to build a better understanding of the overall transition process. As such, in addition to analyzing the systemic nature of transition processes, one needs to study the interactions and associations of sub-systems and social groups which shape overall emergent patterns and behaviors at the systems level. Van de Ven (2007) argues there is a strong complementary relationship between process and variance approaches, that is, any answer to variance questions requires answers to the corresponding process questions, and vice versa.

While the number of cross-sectional studies has recently been growing (see Fig. 4), transition scholars traditionally prefer longitudinal research designs. We believe that this potentially undermines knowledge development on more specific sub-elements and/or systems driving transitions. In this respect, our findings resonate with the recently updated STRN research agenda that also emphasizes the need for more studies combining qualitative and quantitative approaches (Köhler et al., 2017): accordingly, transitions research would need to develop (1) approaches “for ‘structured navigation’ between broad transition frameworks, including the multiplicity of transitions and more precise theories and concepts for studying more confined phenomena” (Köhler et al., 2017: 43); and (2) methodologies “for combining quantitative and qualitative methods in the context of sustainability transitions research” (Köhler et al., 2017: 47).

5.2. Methods in transitions research: a research agenda

Based on the analysis earlier in this paper, we believe the following avenues are important for enhancing the methodological rigour and richness of transition studies.

First, while current transition research is relatively strong in explaining past transitions and case studies, it seems less strong in designing (practical) interventions. Indeed, the focus has primarily been on process questions of “how things develop and change over time” at the expense of studies focusing on variance or causal questions of “what causes what” (van de Ven, 2007: 146). Extending the methodological toolbox beyond primarily qualitative process theories might lead to a better understanding on possible intervention strategies—and as such, greater policy impact. In this respect, transition studies might be best positioned at the interface of the social sciences and the design (intervention-oriented) research, or what Simon (1969) called a design science. One can thus consider the transition field to be part of a broader set of design science disciplines including architecture, medicine, information systems, and similar fields (Boehnert et al., 2018; Irwin et al., 2015). Subsequently, we can learn from how some of these other interdisciplinary disciplines have built—and continue to build—a collective body of knowledge that is adaptive to particular local conditions, cultural constraints, social values, and so forth. One key insight is that different methods, with distinctive underlying assumptions and epistemologies, result in different types of insights that can be synthesized in a body of knowledge about the contextual conditions, generative mechanisms, intervention strategies and outcomes of societal transitions (e.g., March and Smith, 1995; van Aken and Romme, 2012; van Burg and Romme, 2014).

Second, in order to achieve such an ambitious goal, transition scholars need to make and communicate methodological and epistemological choices in an informed and transparent manner. Practically, this implies that transition scholars should consider designing their studies based on the options available in each layer of the research onion, developed in this paper. The key purpose of selecting options from each layer in the onion is to achieve coherence in research design, with a sufficient level of methodological depth and diversity. As such, researchers need to explicitly report all important choices, with respect to the options chosen as well as the coherence between these choices across layers of the onion. This will also allow for a more structured methodological dialogue across different approaches in transition studies, by enabling a better articulation of underlying methodological assumptions and choices across different studies. As detailed, our in-depth review illustrates that this articulation often does not take place, which impedes such a dialogue. Of course, any attempt to explicitly design a transition study involving all layers and options may be a mission impossible and result in overly complicated research designs. As such, the research onion’s main function is to make transition scholars aware of and reflect on the methodological dimensions of their research efforts.
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18In general terms, variance theory aims to explain relationships in terms of correlations among a set of variables, while process theory aims to explain change as result of a particular sequence of events unfolding over time (van de Ven, 2007).
Third, our analysis suggests that the four transition question types we identified (section 4.1) can be deductively linked to holistic analysis, pathway analysis, actor analysis and variance-oriented analysis. Powerful tools and techniques are available for each of these types of analysis, but some of them are rarely used in the papers we reviewed. These tools and techniques can be related to all the identified paradigms and their ontological and epistemological requirements. Therefore, this suggestion cannot be considered in support for, or against, a specific paradigm. For instance, various types of systems modeling are drawing their pre-assumptions from positivism, interpretivist, pragmatism and critical realism (see, e.g., Jackson, 2003; Mingers, 2006). Likewise actor-oriented approaches can adopt different paradigmatic approaches (e.g., Pruyl, 2010). For instance, (systems) modeling and simulation methods\(^{19}\) can support a pathway and/or actor analysis, because they especially serve to handle and dissect key features of transition problems involving non-linear, complex, multi-dimensional, multi-level and multi-actor processes (e.g., Squazzoni, 2008; Holtz, 2011; Holtz et al., 2015; Halbe et al., 2015; McDowall and Geels, 2017; Köhler et al., 2018; Walrave and Raven, 2016).

Likewise, policy analysis and scenario planning tools\(^{20}\) could be utilized more for pathway analysis. As an applied discipline, policy analysis draws on multiple methods of inquiry and arguments to produce client-oriented knowledge and advice towards resolving transition policy problems (e.g., Dunn, 1981; Weimer and Vining, 2017). Also, a scenario approach serves to develop future situations and describe the (transition) paths from any given present to these future situations (Pillkahn, 2008; Raven and Walrave, 2018). As such, scenarios can be instrumental in recognizing, considering and reflecting on the uncertainties inherent in possible future system discontinuities, to identify the nature and timings of transition processes, to project the consequences of any particular choice or policy decision, and to highlight the interactions among several trends and events in transition processes (e.g., Strauss and Radnor, 2004).

Moreover, methods and frameworks for actor analysis\(^{21}\) serve to address questions that involve the role and influence of (networks of) actors (e.g., users, customers, citizens, firms, and collective actors) on transition processes. Methods for actor analysis focus on identifying key characteristics of the various actors involved. These methods can be classified, theoretically, in terms of perceptions, values, resources and networks (Hermans and Thissen, 2009). Accordingly, such methods help transition scholars to capture important (effects arising from) features of the various actors in a specific transition process.

Finally, we reflect on the potential contribution of mixed methods. The prevalence rate\(^{22}\) of mixed research in the social and behavioral sciences has been estimated to be 15 percent (Alise and Teddlie, 2010).\(^{23}\) However, our review implies that only 9% of papers in transition research may offer several benefits (see, e.g., Andersson et al., 2014; Geels et al., 2016; Markard et al., 2012; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010; Turnheim et al., 2015). These benefits include the ability to address problems more comprehensively as well as enhanced opportunities to generate more valid inferences by triangulating different sources of data and methods (Howick and Ackermann, 2011; Ivankova and Kawamura, 2010).

Notably, mixed research can be also conducted at the level of paradigms and theories. In this respect, future work can and should engage much more in permutations and cross-overs between existing paradigms and related theoretical frameworks (Geels, 2010). The ‘new’ and ‘borrowed’ frameworks identified in Table 5 do not necessarily constitute examples of mixed theorizing, as many of these studies build on a single theory. Because mixed research is not a novel idea,\(^{24}\) transition scholars can draw on the experiences of other fields (e.g., behavioral sciences and operations research). Accordingly, customizing and adopting frameworks from other disciplines can be a highly interesting and promising route for future research (e.g., Creswell and Plano Clark, 2007; Jackson and Keys, 1984; Jackson, 1997a, 1997b; Midgley, 2000; Mingers and White, 2010; Pollack, 2009; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2010; Zolfagharian et al., 2018).

Overall, the field of transition studies would greatly benefit from developing clear protocols for reporting and explaining the methods used, to increase the quality of transition research efforts and outcomes, but also to facilitate the replication of findings obtained in empirical papers. In this respect, the transition research onion provides a platform for exploring many available methodological options—also to the benefit of journal reviewers and editors.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we reviewed the methodological foundations of transition research. Drawing on the so-called transition research onion, we identified and explained various methodological challenges. The research onion framework can guide researchers to achieve more coherence throughout their research as well as to inform and guide fundamental shifts in socio-technical systems. Our review suggests there are major opportunities to grow the methodological transparency and diversity of the field of transition studies. Notably, we observed that many studies fail to articulate the methods used, and also pointed at an imbalance between qualitative versus quantitative research. It is clear that the path-dependent nature of any academic field does, over time, increasingly facilitate the usage of specific methodological options and demotivate the use of others. This also implies a stabilized preference for particular types of knowledge, once the field becomes more established. Arguably, an unbalanced usage of methodological options can also signal that particular kinds of scholarly expertise and skills are lacking. In any case, the plurality of the field of transition studies implies any effort—in terms of data and/or method—to build a broader and more pluralistic body of knowledge is a worthwhile one.
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\(^{19}\) For example, see Pidd (2004) for an overview of systems modeling in theory and practice, and Holtz et al. (2015) for an appraisal of experiences and suggestions for modeling transitions.

\(^{20}\) See Amer et al. (2013) and Varum and Melo (2010) for literature reviews of scenario planning.

\(^{21}\) For example, see Hermans and Thissen (2009) for an overview of methods and frameworks in this area.

\(^{22}\) Prevalence rate here refers to the proportion of articles using a particular methodological approach (Alise and Teddlie, 2010).

\(^{23}\) Various numbers (5% to 29%) are reported for the prevalence rates of mixed method research in the literature. The rates differ based on several factors including topical content of the journals selected, the operational definition of ‘mixed methods,’ and the time period examined (Alise and Teddlie, 2010).

\(^{24}\) Creswell and Plano Clark (2007) specified four, often overlapping, time periods in the emergence and evolution of mixed methods: the formative period (1950s - 1980s) characterized by the initial interests to use more than one method in a single study; the paradigm debate period (1970s - late 1990s) that was dedicated to discussions on the role of paradigms in mixed research; the procedural development period (late 1980s – 2000) involving a shift towards the methods or procedures of designing a mixed methods study; and finally the advocacy of mixed research as a separate design (2000 to date) alongside quantitative and qualitative approaches. Nowadays, there is an established community of mixed method researchers with several handbooks, journals and conferences in different fields including the social, behavioural, educational, and health sciences.
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